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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we investigate a proxy-based integrated cache consistency and mobility management
scheme for supporting clientserver applications in Mobile IP systems with the objective to minimize
the overall network traffic generated. Our cache consistency management scheme is based on a stateful
strategy by which cache invalidation messages are asynchronously sent by the server to a mobile host
(MH) whenever data objects cached at the MH have been updated. We use a per-user proxy to buffer
invalidation messages to allow the MH to disconnect arbitrarily and to reduce the number of uplink
requests when the MH is reconnected. Moreover, the user proxy takes the responsibility of mobility
management to further reduce the network traffic. We investigate a design by which the MH's proxy
serves as a gateway foreign agent (GFA) as in the MIP Regional Registration protocol to keep track of the
address of the MH in a region, with the proxy migrating with the MH when the MH crosses a regional
area. We identify the optimal regional area size under which the overall network traffic cost, due to
cache consistency management, mobility management, and query requests/replies, is minimized. The
integrated cache consistency and mobility management scheme is demonstrated to outperform MIPv6,
no-proxyand/orno-cacheschemes,aswellasadecoupledschemethatoptimallybutseparatelymanages
mobility and service activities in Mobile IPv6 environments.
' 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
With the advances of IP-based wireless networks, and the
growth in the number of mobile hosts (MHs) carrying wireless
devices, it is widely speculated that Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [14]
will become prevalent in next generation all-IP networks to allow
users to maintain service continuity while on the go [19]. A
major challenge is to maintain service continuity even if an MH
disconnects and then reconnects at will. An MH may disconnect
voluntarily simply to reduce the connection cost and/or to avoid
powerconsumption.AnMHmayalsodisconnectinvoluntarilydue
to handoff or wireless link problems [20].
Two major sources of traffic in MIPv6 systems are mobility
management [1,17] and service management [8]. Traditionally,
mobilitymanagementhasbeenconsideredseparatelyfromservice
management, as mobility management mainly deals with mobility
handoff, location update and location search, while service
management mainly deals with data delivery, and application
servers can always query the underlying mobility management
system to know the location of the MH. Over the years, many
micro-mobility protocols extending MIP have been proposed with
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the goal to minimize mobility management overheads, including
MIP Regional Registration [10,18] HMIPv6 [23], Cellular IP [25],
IDMP [16], and HAWAII [21].
In this paper we consider integrated mobility and cache man-
agement in the context of MIPv6 environments, considering cache
management as a form of service management. In particular, we
propose a Proxy-based Integrated Cache and Mobility Manage-
ment (PICMM) scheme in MIPv6 networks to support mobile
clientserver database applications in which the MH queries the
server for dynamic data. For example, an MH may query dynamic
data such as stock prices, dynamic web pages, weather reports, or
traffic information. To avoid sending a query to the server and re-
ceiving a reply through the expensive and often unreliable wire-
less communication network, an MH can cache data objects on
the local storage and then answer queries for data that are up-to-
date.Cachingreducestheserveraccesscostandimprovestheuser-
perceived response time [12]. Cache management for such mobile
clientserver database applications essentially is service manage-
ment since it deals with efficient data delivery issues.
To process user queries correctly based on caching, an MH must
ensure that its cached data are up-to-date. Our integrated cache
consistency and mobility management scheme proposed in this
paper is based on the stateful strategy [24,27] by which a cache
invalidation message is asynchronously sent by the server to the
MH, whenever there is an update to a data object cached at the
0743-7315/$  see front matter ' 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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MH. The MH uses invalidation reports received to determine the
validity of its cache content before answering a query. If a query
asks for a data object that has been invalidated, then a request is
sent uplink to the sever to ask for a fresh copy of the data object
accessedbythequerybeforethequerycanbeanswered.Moreover,
to support service continuity in cases the MH is disconnected
and then reconnected again, we use a per-user proxy to buffer
invalidation messages to allow the MH to disconnect arbitrarily
and to reduce the number of uplink requests to check the cache
status when the MH is reconnected. The generated network traffic
cost associated with cache consistency management thus includes
the cost of receiving and buffering invalidation messages at the
proxy and the cost of forwarding them from the proxy to the
MH, as well as the cost of sending requests to the server and
receiving responses in case cached data objects are not up-to-date
to answer queries. This cost is considered as part of the ``service''
management cost which we like to minimize. Here we note that
a large body of research in the literature on cache invalidation
for mobile environments is based on the stateless strategy [31,13,
5,30] by which the server has no knowledge of cache contents
of MHs and will broadcast information on data objects that have
been updated either periodically or asynchronously. However, the
statelessstrategyisnotsuitablefordeploymentoverlargewireless
networks where users can roam from one network to another.
Our approach utilizes a per-user proxy to keep invalidation
reports of the MH's cache. Whenever the proxy moves it informs
the application servers of its whereabout, so invalidation reports
can be sent directly from the application servers to the proxy.
To minimize both the ``service'' and ``mobility'' network traffic
costs, the proxy furthermore takes the responsibility of mobility
management for integrated mobility and cache management. We
investigate a design by which the MH's proxy serves as the MH's
gateway foreign agent (GFA) as in the MIP Regional Registration
micro-mobility protocol [10,18] to keep track of the address of the
MH in a region. The proxy migrates with the MH when the MH
crosses a regional area. We aim to identify the optimal regional
area size under which the overall network traffic generated due
to cache consistency management, mobility management, and
query requests/replies is minimized. The idea can be extended to
other micro-mobility management protocols such as HMIPv6 [23],
CellularIP[25],IDMP[16],andHAWAII[21],althoughinthispaper
we only consider the Regional Registration protocol.
The basic idea of our approach is that we use a client-side
proxy to support caching and mobility management in Mobile
IPv6. The proxy has three functions: (1) working as a GFA as in
regional registration to keep track of the MH's location; (2) acting
as a service proxy for services engaged by the MH; (3) allocating
an extended cache space to store service context information
includingcacheinvalidationreportswithtimestampsforeachMH.
The proxy will receive invalidation reports from the server on
behalf of the MH. If the MH is connected, the proxy will forward
the invalidation report to the MH and then discard the invalidation
report. If the MH is disconnected, the proxy will store invalidation
reportsintheproxy'sextendedcache.OncetheMHisreconnected,
the MH will get the latest invalidation reports from the proxy.
The benefit of the proxy-based scheme lies in the fact that the
proxy as an integral part of mobility management knows the MH's
location information at all times and thus can efficiently manage
theMH'scacheddataandperformdatadeliveryonbehalfofserver
applications.
The client-side proxy is created when the MH starts in MIPv6,
acting as a GFA for the MH. We note that a cross-layer design
such as MobileMAN [3] could be used for the implementation
of the client-side proxy to run on the access router (AR). The
cross-layer design has two components. The first component is
at the network layer dealing with mobility management. The
second component is at the application layer dealing with service
managementsuchasstoringinvalidationreportsorservicecontext
information in its extended cache. We also note that Proxy Mobile
IPv6 (PMIPv6) [15,9], a recent mobility management protocol
for all-IP mobile networks, also proposes to run proxies on ARs
for network-based mobility management. However only mobility
management is addressed. The security issue of deploying proxies
to run on ARs can be handled in a similar way as in PMIPv6. Finally,
modern ARs are very powerful devices with ample memory space
to run our proxies with extended cache functions. As the proxies
of MHs (and hence their GFAs) will move from time to time as they
cross regional areas, the load on ARs will be distributed according
to the MHs' mobility patterns. In the case of random mobility, the
load would spread out to ARs evenly.
The contributions of the paper are (1) the notion of integrated
mobility and cache management to minimize the overall network
traffic cost for supporting mobile clientserver query applications
in future MIPv6 systems; (2) identifying the optimal proxy
setting including the region area size that will minimize the
overall network traffic generated due to mobility and cache
consistency management; and (3) demonstrating the benefit
of integrated mobility and cache consistency management in
MIPv6 compared with basic MIPv6, no-proxy and/or no-caching
schemes, as well as a decoupled scheme under which mobility
management and cache management are separate but optimally
run. This work extends from our earlier preliminary work [11]
to cover a comprehensive comparative analysis with existing
cacheinvalidationandmobilitymanagementapproachesinMIPv6
environments. The extension includes identifying conditions
under which PICMM performs better than existing schemes,
comparing PICMM with a decoupled scheme that optimally but
separately manages cache and mobility activities, and analyzing
the optimal regional area size as a function of a mobile user's
sleep pattern and the server database size. We note that the
use of per-user proxies for integrated mobility and service
management was discussed in [6]. This work differs from [6] in
that it specifically addresses cache consistency issues in query-
based clientserver mobile applications in MIPv6 environments.
Byintegratingcacheconsistencymanagement,querymanagement
and mobility management based on stateless cache invalidation
protocols, it supports frequent MH disconnections and achieves
cost minimization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the system model and mobile database applications,
Section 3 describes the proposed integrated cache and mobility
management scheme. Section 4 develops a performance model to
analyze the cost incurred under the proposed scheme. Section 5
identifies optimal conditions under which our proposed proxy-
based algorithm performs the best in terms of network traffic
minimization. We compare the performance of our proposed
scheme with no-proxy and/or no-caching schemes, as well as with
a decoupled scheme that separately manages mobility and service
activities, to demonstrate the benefit of integrated cache and
mobility management in Mobile IPv6 systems. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the paper and discusses the applicability.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Querying data objects in mobile clientserver applications
We consider mobile clientserver applications in Mobile IPv6
environments in which mobile clients query database servers for
data objects. To speed up query processing, a client stores a copy
of frequently used data objects in its local cache. When a query is
issued by the client, the validity of cached data objects accessed
by the query is checked first. If these data objects are valid, then
the query is immediately processed with very little access time.
Otherwise, a fresh copy of invalid data objects will be retrieved to
the local store before the query is answered.Author's personal copy
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2.2. System model
We summarize dynamic connection/disconnection, service and
mobility characteristics of an MH by several parameters. The first
parameterdescribestheon/off(orwake/sleep)behavioroftheMH.
We assume that while the MH is in a wake state, it will go to sleep
with rate !w, and, conversely, while the MH is in a sleep state, it
will wake up with rate !s.
The second parameter is the residence time that the MH stays
in a subnet while it is in a wake state. This parameter can be
collected by each MH based on statistical analysis techniques. We
assume that future MHs are adequately powerful for collecting
data and performing simple statistical analysis. The residence time
ingeneralwouldbecharacterizedbyageneraldistribution.Weuse
the MH's mobility rate () to represent this parameter.
The third parameter is the service traffic between the MH and
server applications while the MH is in a wake state. The service
rate depends on the query rate for data objects needed by queries,
and, if data objects are cached at the MH, the miss ratio. While a
query may access several data objects, we assume it is possible
to break up a query into subqueries, each accessing a single data
object. Thus, it is possible to know a priori the average query rate
for a data object i. We characterize the frequency at which the MH
accesses data object i by a query rate q;i. Suppose that the MH
prefetches Ndata into its cache. Then the cumulative query arrival
rate to access Ndata data objects, denoted by Q, is given by
Q D
Ndata X
iD1
q;i: (1)
The ratio of Q over  is called the service to mobility ratio
(SMR). In general, the SMR of an MH is dynamically changed.
The integrated cache and mobility management scheme proposed
in this paper allows the optimal regional area to be determined
dynamically based on an MH's runtime mobility and service traffic
characteristics to minimize the generated network traffic. For
efficiency purposes, the MH could build a table to look up its
mobility and service rates as a function of its location and time. We
assume that the MH will process a query only when it is in a wake
state because otherwise the MH would not be able to ascertain if
data objects requested are up-to-date.
A query accessing data i stored in an MH's local cache will
result in a miss if the data object has been invalidated. Let
Pmiss;i represents the miss ratio for data object i. Then, since an
uplink request will be generated by the MH to send to the server
only when there is a miss, the overall query rate under cache
management to the server is given by

cache
Q D
Ndata X
i
q;iPmiss;i: (2)
Lastly, the fourth parameter summarizes how often a data object
cached at the MH is modified by the server in the mobile
application. We use the per data object update rate i to denote
this. Assume there are Ndata data objects cached by the MH in a
time window. Assume, for simplicity, that the MH always queries
these Ndata data objects in a time window. When a query accessing
a data object results in a miss, we assume a packet is sent from the
MH to the server to retrieve a copy of the requested data object.
After the data object is received, the query can be answered by the
MH. We assume that a reply will take nD packets to hold a copy of
the requested data object.
We measure the communication overhead between two
communicating processes by the number of hops in Mobile
IPv6 systems, Since the number of subnets separating two
communicating processes would not properly measure the
Table 1
Parameters.
Symbol Meaning
q;i Query arrival rate for data object i
 Mobility rate
i Data update rate to data object i
!w Disconnection rate to go from awake to asleep
!s Reconnection rate to go from asleep to awake
nCT Number of packets required for context transfer of ProxyCache
nD Number of packets to hold a data object
N Number of server applications engaged
Ndata Number of data objects cached at the MH
F.K/ A function relating the number of subnets K to the number of hops
K Number of subnets (or ARs) in a service area
 One-hop round trip communication delay per packet in wired
networks
 Average distance (in hops) between the HA and the proxy
 Average distance between the CN and the proxy
 Ratio between communication time in wireless networks to that
time in wired networks
Pmiss;i Probability of cache miss for data object i causing an uplink request
Pwake Probability of the MH in the wake state; it is equal to !s=.!w C !s/
hop-count distance, we let F.K/ denote a function that maps the
number of subnet crossings K to the number of hops. This func-
tion F.K/ can be periodically and dynamically determined by an
MH which collects statistical data as it roams across subnets. An
MHwoulddeterminethisfunctiondynamically,anddeterminethe
best service area size to migrate the proxy. In this paper we adopt
the fluid flow model [33] assuming that the average number of
hops between two communicating processes separated by K sub-
nets is equal to
p
K.
The system parameters that characterize the mobility and
service characteristics of an MH in a Mobile IPv6 system are
summarized in Table 1 for easy reference.
3. Integrated cache and mobility management
When an MH starts in a Mobile IPv6 environment, a client-side
proxyiscreated.Weassumethataccessrouters(ARs)arepowerful
and flexible in future all-IP-based wireless networks. Therefore, a
client-side proxy can execute on ARs to perform network-layer as
well as application-layer functions on behalf of the client, much
like a programmable agent in wireless IP systems [7,32].
To improve query performance, the MH may store frequently
used data objects in its cache (called MHCache). The MH will
use invalidation reports received from the corresponding node
(CN) through the proxy to validate the content of its cache. We
consider that the system operates based on the asynchronous
stateless strategy, that is, when a data object is changed, the
CN immediately sends out an invalidation report to those MHs
that keep a cached copy. When a service proxy is created to
run on an AR, the proxy is allocated with a buffer space (called
ProxyCache) to cache invalidation reports and possibly application
contextsensitiveinformation.TheproxyactingonbehalfoftheMH
receives invalidation reports from the CN. If the MH is connected,
the proxy forwards them to the MH. If the MH is disconnected, the
proxy stores them in ProxyCache. Once the MH wakes up, it gets
invalidation reports from ProxyCache to check if its cache content
is current. When the proxy moves because the MH moves across
a service area, ProxyCache moves with the proxy, thus incurring a
context transfer cost.
Fig.1illustratesourintegratedcacheandmobilitymanagement
scheme in Mobile IPv6 environments. When an MH starts in a
Mobile IPv6 environment, a client-side proxy is created on the
AR, acting as a GFA for the MH. Initially the proxy runs on the
first AR of service area 1. The proxy always runs on the first
AR in a regional service area as in [29]. When the MH moves
within service area 1, the proxy stays put and the MH will informAuthor's personal copy
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Fig. 1. System infrastructure.
the proxy of its care of address (CoA) change. When the MH
moves to service area 2, the proxy also migrates to service area
2 and then runs on the first AR of service area 2. The proxy's
ProxyCache also moves. In addition, the home agent (HA) and CNs
are informed of the CoA change of the proxy. If the MH goes to
sleep, its current proxy continues to run to receive invalidation
reports. The proxy is destroyed when the MH explicitly issues a
disconnection operation. In the case of involuntary disconnection
the proxy will also be destroyed after a timeout. A new proxy
will be created as the MH restarts if the current proxy cannot
be found.
Table 2 gives a pseudo code listing of the PICMM algorithm
for processing cache invalidation, query processing, disconnection
operations and proxy migration. A trade-off exists to balance the
mobilitymanagementcostandthecacheconsistencymanagement
cost. A large service area size means that the proxy will not
move often, and the query cost due to cache misses could be
high because of the triangular routing path CNProxyMH. The
cache invalidation cost is also high because of the larger distance
between the proxy and the MH when the service area is large.
A small service area means that the proxy moves often. This
increases the cost of moving ProxyCache with the proxy and
to inform the HA and CNs of address change. Thus, an optimal
service area size exists. The proxy determines the dynamic optimal
service area size at runtime. When the MH moves across a subnet
boundary, the proxy will check if the service area is crossed. If
yes, a new optimal service area size is determined by executing
a computational procedure developed in this paper based on
the MH's mobility and service characteristics in the new service
area. Fig. 2 illustrates the proxy migration process as a result of
service area boundary crossing during an ongoing service session
with a CN.
4. Performance model and parameterization
4.1. Model
WedevelopaperformancemodelbasedonStochasticPetrinets
to analyze the cache management cost and mobility management
cost incurred due to the employment of the integrated mobility
and cache management scheme. The objective is to derive an
equation from the analytical model to allow the overall network
traffic cost incurred to be calculated as a function of the number
of subnets covered (K) in a service area, when given a set of
parameters as input to characterize a MH's mobility and service
behaviors, including the mobility rate (), query arrival rate
(q;i), disconnection and reconnection rates (!s and !w), and data
object update rate i. This computational procedure allows us
to determine the optimal service area size (Kopt) to be deployed
at runtime to minimize the overall network traffic cost due to
cache and mobility management. We choose SPN because of its
abilitytodealwithgeneraltimedistributionsforevents,itsconcise
representation of the underlying state machine to deal with a large
number of states, and its expressiveness to reason about an MH's
behavior as it migrates from one state to another in response to
events occurring in the system.
Fig. 3 shows the performance model based on Stochastic Petri
nets. Table 3 gives the meaning of places and transitions defined in
the model.Author's personal copy
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Fig. 2. Service handoff process when crossing a service area by an MH.
Fig. 3. Petri net model.
We first briefly introduce the nomenclature necessary for the
comprehension of an SPN model. An SPN model consists of entities
including transitions, places, arcs, and tokens. A token is used as a
marker;itcanbeusedtorepresentanentitysuchasauseroratask.
A place is a token place-holder; it is normally given a distinct name
that conveys the meaning of a state component, e.g., place Sleep
in Fig. 2 means that the MH is in sleep mode. The function Mark(P)
returns the number of tokens in place P. Typically, places in the
SPN model correspond to state components in the underlying
Markov or semi-Markov model. A transition represents an event.
If a timed transition is fired in an SPN then it means that an event
associated with the transition has occurred, e.g., a subnet cross
event occurs after a time exponentially distributed (or generally
distributed) with parameter  has elapsed in the SPN model. Arcs
connect places to transitions. We differentiate input arcs from
output arcs. An input arc goes from an input place to a transition,
while an output arc goes from a transition to an output place.
Input arcs can be further distinguished by regular input arcs (with
arrow as the notation) vs. inhibitor input arcs (with arrow ended
with a circle as the notation). An arc can be associated with a
multiplicity to indicate the number of tokens associated with the
arc; the default is 1 if not specified. A transition can fire if the
following two conditions are satisfied: (a) there are at least m
tokens in each input place connected to it by an input arc with
multiplicity of m; (b) there are less than n tokens in each input
place connected to it by an inhibitor arc with multiplicity of n. For
example,InquiryingProxy can fire if there is at least one token
in place Just Wake up and no token at place Moves. It does not
require Xs to contain any token because the input arc multiplicity
from Xs is defined as the number of tokens held in Xs.
In Fig. 3, the number of tokens accumulated in place Xs, that
is, Mark(Xs), represents the number of subnets crossed by the MH
since the MH enters a new service area. We allow it to accumulate
to K, at which point we perform a service handoff. We construct
the SPN model to describe the behavior of an MH operating under
our proposed integrated cache and mobility management scheme.
By varying K, the SPN model allows us to compute the cache and
mobility management cost as a function of K, thereby allowing the
optimal K to be determined. Below we describe how we construct
the SPN model:
 When an MH moves across a subnet area, a token is put in place
Moves. The mobility rate at which location handoffs occur is ,
which is the transition rate assigned to Moving.
 After moving into a subnet, the MH obtains a new CoA and
informs the proxy (that acts as a GFA) of the CoA change. This
is modeled by enabling and firing transition MH2Proxy while
disabling transition Moving. After MH2Proxy is fired, a token
in place Moves flows to place Xs, representing that a location
handoffhasbeencompletedandtheproxyhasbeeninformedof
theCoAaddresschangeoftheMH.TherateatwhichMH2ProxyAuthor's personal copy
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Table 2
Algorithm description.
Proxy Set-Up:
When the MH starts or restarts after sleep in a Mobile IPv6 environment
if the current client-side proxy does not exist
then a new client-side proxy is created for the MH to run the current AR.
Proxy Tear-Down:
When the MH explicitly issues a disconnection or is inactive after a timeout
the proxy is destroyed.
Cache Invalidation:
On receiving an invalidation report
if the MH is connected to the wireless network
then the proxy forwards the invalidation report to the MH;
else {the proxy stores the invalidation report in ProxyCache;
when the MH wakes up, the proxy forwards the invalidation report.}
Query Processing:
On receiving a query from the user
if the data object requested is in the MH's cache and valid
then the MH returns the cached object in the query result;
else {there is a cache miss; user request is sent to the proxy;
the proxy forwards the request to the CN;
the CN returns a copy of the requested object to the proxy;
the proxy forwards the data object to MH;
the MH stores the data object in MHCache;
the MH returns the query result.}
Reconnection after a Sleep:
if the MH is in the same subnet as the proxy
then the MH gets invalidation reports from ProxyCache;
else {the proxy moves to MH's current subnet;
ProxyCache is moved with the proxy;
the proxy informs the HA and CNs of its CoA change;
the MH gets invalidation reports from ProxyCache. }
Proxy Migration:
if the MH moves to a new service area
The MH updates its location information with the proxy through the AR
it just moves into (AR2 shown in Fig. 2).
When the proxy realizes that a service area has been crossed,
it initiates a migration process to move to AR2.
Once the proxy moves into the new service area and runs on AR2,
it informs the HA and the CN of its new address.
Table 3
Meanings of places and transitions in the SPN model.
Symbol Meanings
Sleep Mark(Sleep) D 1 means the MH just entered sleep mode.
Wake2Sleep A timed transition to change from awake to sleep.
Just Wake up Mark(Just Wake up) D 1 means the MH just woke up.
Sleep2wake A timed transition to change from sleep to awake.
InquiryingProxy A timed transition to query the proxy.
Moves Mark(Moves) D 1 means that the MH has just moved
across a subnet area.
Moving A timed transition to move across a subnet area.
MH2Proxy A timed transition for the MH to communicate with
the proxy for an intra-regional move
Xs Mark(Xs) indicates the number of subnets that have been
crossed by the MH.
MovingProxy A timed transition for proxy to move to a new server area.
is fired depends on the number of subnets separating the MH
and the proxy.
 If the number of tokens in place Xs has accumulated to K,
a threshold representing the size of a service area, then it
means that the MH has just moved into a new service area
and a service handoff ensues. This is modeled by assigning an
enabling function that will enable transition MovingProxy
after K tokens have been accumulated in place Xs. After
transition MovingProxy is fired, all K tokens are consumed
and place Xs contains no token, representing the action that
the proxy has just moved into a new service area. The rate at
which transition MovingProxy fires depends on the cost of
informing the HA and CNs of the proxy CoA change and the cost
of transferring ProxyCache to the new proxy location.
 The MH alternates between ``sleep'' and ``wake'' states due to
connection and disconnection. Initially the MH is in the wake
state.Afteratimeiselapsedrepresentingtheonlineconnection
time, the MH goes to the sleep state. This is modeled by having
a token flow into place sleep. The transition rate to transition
wake2Sleep is !s. Note that if the MH is already in place
sleep, transition wake2Sleep cannot fire.
 While the MH is in sleep mode, after a time is elapsed
representing the disconnection time, the MH goes to the wake
state. This is modeled by having a token flow from place
wake2Sleep to place just-wakeup. The transition rate to
transition sleep2Wake is !w. If the MH is already in the wake
state, transition sleep2Wake cannot fire.
 AftertheMHwakesup,itwillcheckwiththeproxyofthestatus
of its cached data objects. If the proxy is not in the same subnet,
then the proxy moves to the subnet that the MH currently
resides. The cost involved includes the cost of service context
transfer of ProxyCache and the signaling cost of informing the
HA and CNs of the address change. This is modeled by firing
the Proxy transition with a transition rate reflecting the cost
(see how we do parameterization below). Firing this transition
will flush all the tokens in place Xs as if a service handoff had
happened. Thisis modeledby avariable input arcfrom placeXs
to transition Proxy.
 While the MH is in state sleep, it will not move, so we use an
inhibitorarcfromplacesleeptotransitionMovingtoprohibit
transitionMoving from firing. Similarly we use an inhibitor arc
fromplacejust-wakeuptotransitionMoves,andaninhibitor
arc from place Moves to all other transitions.
4.2. Parameterization
Below we describe how we parameterize the SPN model. Tran-
sitions Moving, wake2Sleep and sleep2Wake have transition
rates of,!w and!s, respectively. The transition rates of the three
remaining transitions need to be parameterized (i.e., given val-
ues to) given basic parameter values. The firing time of transition
MH2Proxy stands for the communication time of the MH regis-
tering with the proxy through the wireless network. This time de-
pends on the number of hops separating the MH and its proxy.
Thus, the transition rate of transition MH2Proxy is calculated as
1
 C F.Mark.Xs/ C 1/  
where standsfortheone-hopcommunicationdelayperpacketin
thewirednetworkand isaproportionalityconstantrepresenting
the ratio of the communication delay in the wireless network to
the communication delay in the wired network. F.Mark.Xs/ C 1/
returns the number of hops between the current subnet and the
proxy separated by Mark.Xs/ C 1 subnets. The argument of the
F.x/ function is added by 1 to satisfy the initial condition that
Mark.Xs/ D 0 in which the proxy has just moved into a new
service area, so at the first subnet crossing event the distance
between the proxy and the subnet is one subnet apart. Note that
this transition rate is state dependent because the number of
tokens in place Xs changes dynamically over time.
When transition MovingProxy fires, the proxy will move into
a service area after invoking a service handoff. The cost involved
includes informing the HA and CNs of the CoA address change, and
transferring the service context information stored in ProxyCache.
The transition rate of transition MovingProxy thus is calculated
as
1
nCTF.K/ C . C N/Author's personal copy
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where F.K/ returns the number of hops for two subnets separated
by K subnets, nCT is the number of packets required to carry
the service context information during a proxy transfer,  is the
averagedistancebetweentheproxyandtheHA,N isthenumberof
server applications (or CNs) which the MH engages concurrently,
and  is the average distance between the proxy and a CN. The
proxy could determine the values of  and  based on statistical
data collected on the fly.
When transitionInquiryingProxy fires, the MH will contact
the proxy. If the proxy is in the same subnet as the current MH
resides, the cost is the transmission delay from the AR to the MH,
that is, . If the proxy is not in the same subnet, the cost includes
the delay for contacting the proxy, moving the proxy to the current
AR, and informing the HA and CNs of the proxy's CoA address
change. Thus, the transition rate of transition InquiryingProxy is
calculated as
8
> > > <
> > > :
1

if Mark.Xs/ D 0I
1
F.Mark.Xs// C nCTF.Mark.Xs// C . C N C /
if Mark.Xs/ > 0:
4.3. Performance metric and cost function
4.3.1. Metric
An MH and its proxy determine the service area dynamically
to minimize the overall cache and mobility management network
traffic cost incurred by the MH. There are three costs to be
considered: a cost for forwarding a user query uplink to the server
to obtain a copy of the data object because of cache miss, a cost
for forwarding invalidation reports from the proxy to the MH,
and a cost for mobility management, including handling location
and service handoffs. The overall network traffic cost, i.e., the
performance metric that we aim to minimize, is the sum of these
three costs per time unit. Note that this performance metric gives
the network traffic incurred per time unit per MH, so even a
5%10% performance improvement could impact the IP network
performance significantly because the cumulative cost over a long
period of time for all MHs would be very significant.
4.3.2. Cost function derivation
Let Cquery be the average communication cost to service a
query. Let Cmobility be the average communication cost to service
a location handoff, including one that can trigger a service handoff.
Let Cinvalidation be the average communication cost to forward an
invalidation report. Finally, let Ctotal be the overall cost incurred
per time unit. Then, Ctotal is the sum of the product of the
respective communication cost multiplied with the rate at which
the respective event occurs, that is,
Ctotal D e  Cquery C e  Cmobility C e  Cinvalidation: (3)
Here e is the effective data query rate, e is the effective mobility
rate, and e is the effective data update rate.
The effective query arrival rate e is the query arrival rate
multiplied with the probability of the MH being awake because
queries are issued only when the MH is awake:
e D Q  Pwake (4)
where Q is the aggregate query arrival rate as given in Eq. (1) and
Pwake is the probability of the MH being in the wake state, given by
Pwake D
!s
!s C !w
: (5)
The effective mobility rate e is the mobility rate multiplied with
the probability of the MH being awake again because the MH does
not trigger mobility handoff events while it is in sleep mode. Thus,
e D   Pwake: (6)
On the other hand, the effective data update rate e is simply the
aggregate data update rate, calculated as
e D
Ndata X
iD1
i: (7)
Here the expression fore is not multiplied with the probability of
the MH being awake because updates to data occur regardless of
whether the MH is in sleep or wakeup mode.
Below we derive Cquery, Cmobility and Cinvalidation. The stochastic
model underlying the SPN model is a continuous-time semi-
Markov chain1 with the state representation of .a;b;c;d/ where
a is the number of tokens in place Moves, b is the number of
tokens in place Xs, c is the number of tokens in place Sleep,
and d is the number of tokens in place Just Wake Up. The
distribution of tokens in these four places makes up the states
of the system. In general let state i represent a particular state
represented by .a;b;c;d/. Let Pi be the steady state probability
that the system is in state i. The Pi's can be obtained by applying
numerical analysis methods such as SOR or Gauss Seidel to solve
the underlying model.
Let Ci;query be the communication cost for answering a query
given that the MH is in state i. Then, Cquery can be calculated as a
weighted average of Ci;query's as follows:
Cquery D
X
i
.Pi  Ci;query/: (8)
DerivingCi;query requiresknowledgeofPmiss;j,i.e.,theprobabilityof
cache miss of data object j, because this cost depends on whether
the requested cached data object is up-to-date and can be used to
answer a query. A cache miss happens if an update has occurred
to object j prior to the query requesting object j arriving at the
MH. Inevitably this depends on the relative magnitudes of q;j, j
and !w and !s. The calculation of Pmiss;j essentially hinges on the
competition between the effective query arrival rate and the update
rate (with respect to time), since the cached data object will be
invalidated when an update occurs before a query arrives. Since
theMHwillnotissuequerieswhileitisinsleepmode,theeffective
query arrival rate for object j is equal to the query arrival rate
for data object j multiplied with the probability of being awake,
i.e., Pwakeq;j, or T!s=.!s C !w/Uq;j. Thus, Pmiss;j is calculated as
Pmiss;j D
j
.j C T!s=.!s C !w/Uq;j/
: (9)
Suppose that a query or a subquery is asking for data object j. If
data object j being queried is in the MH's cache and is valid, then
there is a cache hit and the query cost is zero. Otherwise, there is a
cache miss, and the query cost will include a communication cost
between the MH and the proxy, and a cost from the proxy to the
CN. Thus, the average query cost for a query asking for data object j
whentheMHisconnectedisgivenby.CCF.Mark.Xs///
nD  Pmiss;j.
On the other hand, when the MH just wakes up, i.e., in state
``just wake up'', the MH will first check with the proxy regarding
the cache status when answering a query, and, if the cached data
object is not valid, will get a copy from the server. Thus, the cost is
1 If the elapsed time of a timed transition is generally distributed then the
underlying model is a semi-Markov chain; if the elapsed time is exponentially
distributed, then the underlying model is a Markov chain.Author's personal copy
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 C . C  C F.Mark.Xs///  nD  Pmiss;j, where the first
term is the cost for the MH to get invalidation reports from the
proxy (which has moved to local) to check the cache status and the
second term is for the cost to get a copy of object j from the CN
if there is a miss. Lastly, when the MH is in sleep mode, there is
no query cost because no query is issued while the MH is in sleep
mode. Thus,
Ci;query
D
8
> <
> :
0 if Mark(Sleep) > 0
 C . C  C F.Mark.Xs///nDPmiss;j
else if Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0
. C  C F.Mark.Xs///  nD  Pmiss;j otherwise.
Let Ci;mobility be the communication cost to service a location
handoff given that the MH is in state i. Cmobility is calculated as a
weighted average as follows:
Cmobility D
X
i
.Pi  Ci;mobility/: (10)
If in state i, Mark.Xs/ < K, then the MH will only inform
the proxy of the CoA address change. On the other hand, if
Mark.Xs/ D K, then the location handoff also triggers a service
handoff. A service handoff will incur a context transfer cost of
ProxyCache while moving the proxy to the new service area and
a communication cost to inform the HA and N CNs (or application
servers) of the CoA address change of the proxy. When the MH is
in the sleep state, there is no location handoff cost since the MH
is disconnected from the system. When the MH just wakes up, it
will look for its proxy. If the proxy is in the same subnet as MH
currently resides because the MH does not move during sleep, the
cost involved is only for contacting the current AR for the proxy
location. Otherwise, the proxy is moved to the current subnet, and
the cost is that of a service handoff, i.e., a context transfer cost and
a cost to inform the HA and N CNs of the CoA address change of the
proxy. Therefore,
Ci;mobility
D
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 if Mark(Sleep) > 0
 else if Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0 and Mark(Xs) D 0
 C  C N C F.Mark.Xs//nCT
else if Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0 and Mark(Xs) > 0
 C F.Mark.Xs// else if Mark.Xs/ < K
 C  C N C F.K/nCT else if Mark.Xs/ D K.
Lastly, let Ci;invalidation be the cost to forward an invalidation report
from the proxy to the MH when the MH is in state i. Similarly, the
weighted cost per invalidation report is calculated as
Cinvalidation D
X
i
.Pi  Ci;invalidation/: (11)
When an update occurs, the CN sends an invalidation report to
the MH. If the MH is in sleep or just wakeup mode, then the
invalidation report is buffered in the proxy, so the cost is from the
CN to the proxy. Otherwise the cost is from the CN through the
proxy to the MH. Thus,
Ci;invalidation
D

 if Mark(Sleep) > 0 or Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0
 C F.Mark.Xs// C  otherwise:
Summarizing the above, Eq. (3) along with other formulas derived
in this section allows one to calculate the network traffic incurred
per time unit for an MH characterized by a set of parameter values.
Table 4
Parameters and default values used in performance analysis.
Parameters Default value
 0.025 s
N 1
nCT 2 packets
nD 1 packet
 30 hops
 30 hops
 5
Ndata Range {1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 500} (objects)
q;i Range {1=100, 1=50, 1=10, 1=5, 1} (number of times per second)
 Range {0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15} (number of times per second)
i Range {1=500, 1=100, 1=50, 1=10} (number of times per second)
!w=!s Range {1=16, 1=8, 1=4, 1=2, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0}
5. Performance evaluation
In our proposed scheme, an MH and its proxy would apply
Eqs. (3), (8), (10) and (11) to calculate Ctotal as a function of K and
determine the optimal K representing the optimal service area size
that will minimize the network signaling cost.
To provide a better sense of the performance improvement
of our proposed proxy-based scheme for integrated cache and
mobility management, we compare our scheme with three
baseline schemes: a no-proxy no-caching (NPNC) scheme, a
proxy no-caching (PNC) scheme, and a no-proxy caching (NPC)
management scheme. We also compare our scheme with a
decoupledscheme thatoptimally butseparatelymanages mobility
and service activities. The NPNC scheme essentially is the basic
MIPv6 scheme without using a proxy for either mobility or
cache management. The PNC scheme is the proxy-based regional
registration scheme using a proxy for mobility management. In
these two schemes, the MH does not cache data objects. The NPC
scheme uses basic MIPv6 for mobility management and cached
data objects maintained by the MH for cache management, but
there is no proxy being used.
The set of parameters along with their default values used in
the performance study is given in Table 4. The physical meanings
of these parameters are given in Table 1. We analyze the impact of
key parameters by varying their values and observing their effects
on Ctotal and Kopt.
Below we explain the default parameter values used and how
we may obtain the parameter values in real time. It is reported
that the average delay of a wired link is about 20 to 50 ms [2].
Thereforetheone-hopcommunicationdelayinthewirednetwork,
, is set to 25 ms. On the other hand, it is reported that the
average delay of a wireless link is about 200 ms [28]. Thus, the
ratio of the communication delay in the wireless network to the
communication delay in the wired network, , is set to 5. The
numberofserverapplicationsthattheMHisconcurrentlyengaged
is application dependent. We set N D 1. The number of packets
required for migrating the service context of the proxy should be
minimized for scalability. We set nCT D 2, with one packet for
holding cache information and one packet for holding mobility
information. The average distance (in hops) between the HA and
the proxy,, may be measured by the proxy by examining packets
routed through in run time. We assume it is 30 in the performance
analysis. Similarly we assume that the average distance between
the CN and the proxy, , is also 30. The number of data objects
cached by the MH is also application dependent. We vary Ndata in
the range of {1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 500} to analyze its effect. The
query arrival rate for object i, q;i, is in the range of {1=100, 1=50,
1=10, 1=5, 1.0} to account for the possibility of low to high query
scenarios, ranging from once per 100 s to once per second. The
MH mobility rate, , is in the range of {0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15}
to account for low to high mobility behaviors, ranging from onceAuthor's personal copy
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Fig. 4. Cost vs. K.
Fig. 5. Kopt vs. q;i.
(i.e., one subnet boundary crossing) per 200 s (by walk) to once
per 2=3 of a second (by car). The update rate for data object i, i,
is in the range of 1=500;1=100;1=50;1=10 to account for low to
high object update activities, from once per 500 s to once per 10
s. Finally, the MH's sleep to wake ratio, !w=!s, is in the range of
{1=16, 1=8, 1=4, 1=2, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0} to account for the sleep
behaviors, ranging from workaholics to sleepers. Without loss of
generality, we consider the case that q;i is the same for all Ndata
objects, and that i is the same for all cached data objects.
The numerical data reported are obtained based on Eqs. (3),
(8), (10) and (11). For ease of exposition, we normalize Ctotal with
respect to  D 1 (that is, the per-hop cost is set to (1)), so the
cost corresponds to the number of hops that packets need to travel
per second. Note that the cost is on a per-sec and per-MH basis
so the cumulative cost saved for all MHs over time is significant.
The goals of the numerical analysis are to (a) show that there
exists an optimal service area under our cache scheme for network
traffic cost minimization in Mobile IPv6 systems; (b) compare our
integrated cache and mobility management scheme with existing
schemes to demonstrate its benefit and identify conditions under
which our scheme performs the best; and (c) study the effect of
model parameters, including the query arrival rate q;i, mobility
rate,sleeppattern!w=!s anddataupdateratei,ontheoptimal
service area size.
5.1. Optimal service area for integrated cache and mobility manage-
ment in MIPv6
Fig. 4 shows that under our integrated scheme there exists
an optimal proxy service area size Kopt to minimize the overall
network traffic cost, when given a set of parameter values
characterizing the mobility and service behaviors of the MH in
Mobile IP networks.
Fig. 6. Kopt vs. .
Fig. 7. Kopt vs. i.
We observe from Fig. 5 that Kopt exists for allq;i values. We see
that Kopt decreases slowly as q;i increases. The reason is that as
q;i increases, the query cost increases, and subsequently the MH
prefers a small service area size to reduce the query cost.
We observe from Fig. 6 that Kopt increases as  increases.
The reason is that when the mobility rate is high, the mobility
management cost is also high. Therefore, the proxy likes to stay
at a large service area to reduce the location handoff cost such
that a location handoff will most likely only involve informing the
proxy of the location change without incurring a service handoff to
migrate the proxy. As a result, when  increases, Kopt increases.
Fig. 7 shows that Kopt decreases as i increases. The reasons is
that as i increases, the data in the local cache are more likely to
be out-of-date. The MH in this case will more likely to send queries
to the server to obtain the latest version of data through the proxy.
Also more invalidation reports will be sent from the CN to the MH
through the proxy. Therefore, the MH will stay close to the proxy
to reduce the triangular CNproxyMH communication cost.
Fig.8showstherelationshipbetweenKopt vs.thesleepratio.We
observe that Kopt decreases as the MH sleeps longer. The reason is
that the data in MH's local cache are more likely to be out-of-date
whentheMHsleepslonger.Consequently,theMHwillstaycloseto
the proxy to reduce the triangular CNproxyMH communication
cost for sending the query to and receiving replies from the server.
Fig. 9 shows the relationship between Kopt vs. cache size. We
observe that Kopt decreases as the number of cached data objects
increases. The reason is that as the number of cached data objects
increases, more invalidation reports will be sent from the CN to
the MH, given the same update rate for all data objects. In order to
reduce the triangular CNproxyMH cost for routing invalidation
reports, the MH tends to stay closer to the proxy.Author's personal copy
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Fig. 8. Kopt vs. !w=!s.
Fig. 9. Kopt vs. Ndata.
5.2. Performance comparison
Here we compare our proxy-based integrated cache and
mobilitymanagement(PICMM)schemewiththeno-proxycaching
(NPC), proxy no-caching (PNC) and no-proxy no-caching (NPNC)
management schemes. The NPNC scheme corresponds to the basic
MIPv6 scheme. Here we emphasize that the performance metric,
the total traffic incurred per time unit per MH, is cumulative in
nature, so a performance improvement of 5%10% is considered
significant since the cost accumulated over a long period covering
all MHs would be significant.
We first derive the total cost incurred per time unit for these
baseline schemes. Let Ctotal_NPC be the total cost incurred per time
unit under the no-proxy caching scheme in Mobile IP networks.
Similar to our integrated scheme, Ctotal_NPC can be computed by
Ctotal_NPC D e  Cquery_NPC
Ce  Cmobility_NPC C e  Cinvalidation_NPC
where e, e and e are defined as before by Eqs. (4), (6) and (7),
respectively. For the query cost, the MH will check with the CN
when there is a cache miss. Thus,
Cquery_NPC D . C /  Pmiss;j:
For the mobility cost, when the MH triggers a location handoff, it
will inform the HA and CNs. Thus,
Cmobility_NPC D  C N C :
For the invalidation cost, the CN will always inform the MH
whenever there is an update. Thus,
Cinvalidation_NPC D  C :
Fig. 10. Generated network traffic as a function of q;i.
For the proxy no-caching (PNC) scheme, let Ctotal_PNC be the total
cost incurred per time unit. Then, Ctotal_PNC can be computed by
Ctotal_PNC D e  Cquery_PNC C e  Cmobility (12)
where Cmobility is computed based on Eq. (10) as before, and
Cquery_PNC is computed much the same way as Cquery is computed
in Eq. (8), except that if the MH is awake, the MH always sends the
querytotheCNthroughitsproxysincetheMHdoesnotcachedata
objects. Thus,
Ci;query_PNC D

0 if Mark(Sleep) or Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0
 C  C F.Mark.Xs// otherwise.
Note that there is no cache invalidation cost under PNC since there
is no cache used.
Finally for the no-proxy no-caching scheme (i.e., basic MIPv6),
letCtotal_NPNC bethetotalcostincurredpertimeunit.ThenCtotal_NPNC
can be computed as
Ctotal_NPNC D e  Cquery_NPNC C e  Cmobility_NPNC
where Cquery_NPNC is the cost from the MH to the CN, i.e.,  C 
on average, and Cmobility_NPNC is the cost to inform the HA and CNs,
computed as  C N C  on average.
Fig. 10 compares our proposed PICMM scheme vs. NPNC,
PNC and NPC management schemes in the network traffic cost
generated, as a function of q;i with all other parameters fixed.
For the PNC scheme, the cost shown is the minimized network
traffic generated at the optimal service area. From Fig. 10 we
see that caching-based schemes (NPC and PICMM) achieve much
better performance for non-caching-based schemes (NPNC and
PNC), especially whenq;i is large. The cost of either NPC or PICMM
increases slowly as q;i increases, while the cost for either PNC or
NPNC increases drastically as q;i increases. The reason is that at
high q;i values, the dominating network traffic is due to sending
queries to the server. Caching-based schemes can greatly reduce
the magnitude of server-querying network traffic because caching
allows some of the queries to be processed by the MH based on
up-to-date cached data objects. This trend is true when the update
rate to cached data objects (i) is low to modest so that the cost
saving due to query processing for sending queries to the server
outweighs the extra cost due to triangular routing for receiving
invalidation reports and query replies. On the other hand, between
the two caching-based schemes, our PICMM scheme performs
consistentlybetterthanNPCduetotheuseofaproxyforintegrated
cache and mobility management for extra cost saving.
Fig. 11 compares our proposed PICMM scheme vs. NPNC,
PNC and NPC management schemes in the generated networkAuthor's personal copy
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Fig. 11. Generated network traffic as a function of .
Fig. 12. Generated network traffic as a function of cache size.
traffic, as a function of  with all other parameters fixed. Fig. 11
shows that our proposed PICMM scheme outperforms all other
schemes. Compared with the NPNC scheme, the performance of
our scheme is especially pronounced when  is high. The reason
is that PICMM uses a proxy to serve as a GFA to reduce the
cost of location handoffs and the benefit is especially pronounced
when the mobility rate of the MH is high. Compared with the
NPC scheme, PICMM considers integrated cache management
and mobility management. Consequently, the best service area
determined can minimize the overall network traffic cost better
than that by NPC which runs mobility management independently
of cache management.
In Fig. 12 we compare PICMM vs. other schemes in the
generated network traffic, as a function of the cache size. The total
cost incurred under PICMM increases as the number of cached
data items increases. The main reason is that the invalidation
cost increases as the number of cached data items increases.
Compared with non-caching-based schemes (NPNC and PNC),
PICMM achieves much better performance especially when Ndata
is large because caching saves much of the uplink cost for query
processing.
Overall Figs. 1012 show that our proposed PICMM scheme
performs better than NPNC, PNC and NPC, particularly as the query
rate (q;i), MH mobility rate (), or the cache size (Ndata) increases.
Below we reveal conditions under which PICMM could perform
worse than non-caching-based schemes (NPNC and PNC).
Fig. 13. Generated network traffic as a function of i.
Fig. 14. Generated network traffic as a function of !w=!s.
In Fig. 13 we compare PICMM vs. NPNC, PNC and NPC
management schemes in the network traffic generated, as a
function of i with all other parameters fixed. Under a non-
caching-based scheme (NPNC or PNC), the MH will always send
queries to the server for processing, since the MH does not cache
dataobjects.Asaresult,thegeneratednetworktrafficisinsensitive
toi. On the other hand, when caching is used as in PICMM or NPC,
the generated network traffic becomes sensitive to i because the
query traffic to the server depends on if cached data objects are
valid. We see that PICMM consistently performs better than NPC.
However, when the data update rate is very high, most cached
data objects are invalid, so queries will need to be routed to the
CN. In this case, there exists a cross-over point in the update rate
beyond which PICMM would perform worse than a non-caching
scheme because of the CNproxyMH triangular cost for routing
query inquiries/replies and invalidation reports. In general in cases
data are being updated frequently, a caching scheme would not
perform better than a non-caching scheme, even with the use of
a smart proxy as in PICMM for optimized, integrated cache and
mobility management. In this extreme case, the system is better
off with the proxy no-caching scheme (PNC).
In Fig. 14 we compare PICMM vs. NPC, PNC and NPNC in the
generated network traffic, as a function of the sleep ratio !w=!s.
When the sleep ratio !w=!s is extremely large, MH is mostly
sleeping all the time. The cache is mostly invalid due to long sleep.
In this extreme condition, PICMM incurs a higher query cost thanAuthor's personal copy
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non-cachingschemesalthoughthecostissmallsincePwake issmall.
Again we see that there is a cross-over point in the sleep ratio
beyond which PICMM would perform worse than a non-caching
scheme such as PNC because of the CNproxyMH triangular cost
for routing query inquiries/replies and invalidation reports under
PICMM. We see that, however, under a reasonable range of sleep
ratio (<2), PICMM outperforms all other schemes.
In summary, we observe that our proposed PICMM scheme
outperforms NPC, PNC and NPNC in terms of the network traffic
cost generated over a wide range of parameter values, the effect
of which is especially pronounced when the data update rate is
low, the mobility rate is high, the query rate is high, the cache size
is large, and/or the sleep ratio is low. PICMM greatly reduces the
network traffic of mobile query-based applications, except under
extreme conditions in which data update rates are exceptionally
high and the MH disconnects more than 2=3 of the time during
the execution of mobile applications. These extreme conditions,
however, rarely happen in practical mobile applications.
5.3. Proxy maintenance cost
In this section we analyze the overhead generated from
maintaining the per-client proxies. Let Ci;proxyOverhead be the cost
for maintaining the proxy given that the MH is in state i. Then,
the average cost for maintaining the per-client proxy, denoted by
CproxyOverhead, may be calculated as a weighted average as follows:
CproxyOverhead D
X
i
.Pi  Ci;proxyOverhead/: (13)
If in state i, Mark.Xs/ < K, then the MH will only inform
the proxy of the CoA address change, so there is no overhead. If
Mark.Xs/ D K, then the location handoff also triggers a service
handoff,theoverheadisacontexttransfercostofProxyCachewhile
moving the proxy to the new service area. When the MH is in
the sleep state, there is no overhead. When the MH just wakes
up, it will look for its proxy. If the proxy is in the same subnet as
MH currently resides because the MH does not move during sleep,
there is no overhead. Otherwise, the proxy is moved to the current
subnet, the overhead is the context transfer cost. Therefore,
Ci;proxyOverhead
D
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
0 if Mark(Sleep) > 0
0 else if Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0 and Mark(Xs) D 0
F.Mark.Xs//nCT
else if Mark(Just Wake Up) > 0 and Mark(Xs) > 0
0 else if Mark.Xs/ < K
F.K/nCT else if Mark.Xs/ D K.
Fig.15showsthemaintenancecostvs.theoverallcostasafunction
oftheMH'sSMRdenotingtherelativerateatwhichtheMHqueries
the database server compared with its movement. When SMR is
low, it means that the MH moves across subnets frequently in
between queries. Correspondingly Fig. 16 shows the percentage
of proxy maintenance cost vs. the overall cost as a function of
SMR. We see that the amortized cost for maintaining the per-client
proxy is at its minimum when the MH's SMR is high under which
the MH moves frequently in between queries, which increases the
chance of proxy maintenance. For a wide range of SMR values,
we observe that the proxy maintenance overhead is only a small
percentage(lessthan1%)oftheoverallcostformobilityandservice
management.
Fig. 15. Proxy maintenance cost vs. overall cost as a function of SMR.
Fig. 16. Percentage of proxy maintenance cost vs. overall cost as a function of SMR.
5.4. Performance comparison: PICMM vs. decoupled schemes
To demonstrate the viability of PICMM, we compare PICMM
against decoupled mobility and cache management for which
mobility management is decoupled from cache management. By
decoupling, we mean that the proxy for cache management is not
necessarily co-located with the proxy for mobility management
because the regional area size for mobility management is
decoupled from that for cache management. The optimal regional
size for mobility management essentially depends on the call
rate to mobility rate ratio of the MH. On the other hand, the
optimal regional size for service management depends on the
service rate (i.e., packet rate) to mobility rate ratio of the MH.
For fair comparison, we only compare them at optimal settings,
i.e., for the decoupled scheme, two best regional area sizes for two
separate proxies (one for mobility management and one for cache
management) are used, and for PICMM, the best regional area size
for the integrated proxy is used. The operational and workload
conditions characterized by a set of parameter values are as listed
in Table 4.
We summarize our findings in Figs. 1720, which compare
PICMM with the decoupled scheme in the generated network
traffic as a function of q;i, , i, and sleep ratio !w=!s,
respectively. We see that PICMM outperforms the decoupled
scheme at optimal settings in the amount of network trafficAuthor's personal copy
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Fig. 17. PICMM vs. decoupled: Effect of q;i.
Fig. 18. PICMM vs. decoupled: Effect of .
generated per unit time over a wide range ofq;i,,i, and!w=!s,
the effect of which is especially pronounced as when mobility
rate  and object update rate i are high, and when the sleep
ratio !w=!s is low. Most notably, we see that the cost difference
becomes more significant as the MH mobility rate increases
becauseoftheextraoverheadintroducedbythe decoupled system
to separately track the location of the MH in cache management.
6. Applicability and conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel scheme for integrated
mobilityandservicemanagementinMobileIPv6systems.Thecore
oftheidealiesinleveragingaclient-sideproxywithdutiesforboth
cache and mobility management, and allowing intelligent MHs to
determine the best service areas for service handoffs to minimize
the network traffic cost. We devised a computational procedure
to compute the optimal service area size that would minimize
the overall network traffic cost, when given a set of parameters
characterizing the MH's mobility and service characteristics. We
compared our scheme with several no-proxy and/or no-caching
schemes and a decoupled scheme that optimally but separately
manages mobility and service activities and concluded that our
scheme outperforms these schemes in terms of the network traffic
cost generated over a wide range of parameter values that typify
practical mobile applications.
Fig. 19. PICMM vs. decoupled: Effect of i.
Fig. 20. PICMM vs. decoupled: Effect of !w=!s.
To apply the analysis results presented in the paper, one can
execute the computational procedure at static time to determine
the optimal Kopt over a possible range of parameter values for key
parameters such as , , nCT, Ndata, q;i,  and i. Then at runtime
an MH can perform a simple look-up operation to determine
Kopt based on data collected at runtime. This allows each MH to
dynamically determine the best service area size to minimize the
overall network traffic generated. The performance gain is in the
amount of network traffic communication cost saved per time unit
per user, so the cost saving due to a proper selection of the best
service area dynamically will have significant impacts since the
cumulativeeffectforallmobileusersoveralongtimeperiodwould
be significant.
Our approach requires cooperation between service providers
and network operators because network operators own Mobile
IP network routers which do not necessarily open to service
providers. The current trend, however, is that network operators
also wish to provide wireless services to end users, so the service
provider and network operator are often integrated as well [22].
More and more network operators also intend to offer their
own proprietary services [4]. An example is modern cell phone
companies that own mobile networks and also provide bundled
services to cell phone users [26]. The tremendous performance
gainintermsofreducednetworktrafficgeneratedbyourapproach
compared with a strict layering approach typified by the no-
proxy scheme provides a strong justification of proxy-basedAuthor's personal copy
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integratedcacheconsistencyandmobilityservicemanagementfor
clientserver applications in Mobile IP networks.
In the future, we plan to investigate fault tolerance aspects of
integrated service and mobility management for caching-based
mobile applications. We also plan to investigate security issues
including establishing and maintaining trust between the client
and the proxy and preventing man-in-the-middle attacks.
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